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With hundreds of curriculum-aligned lessons and activities, Mathletics is the 
comprehensive online mathematics learning tool that brings joy to learning.  

 

 
  
 
 
 

 
 

ENGAGING 

Mathletics provides learners with purpose and 
reward, offering the chance for students to put their 
mathematics skills to use through relevant, 
attention-grabbing activities and challenges. 

FLEXIBLE 

Mathletics is designed to help you teach your way, 
supporting educators and parents deliver lessons in 
their own time and style.  

REPORTING 

Teach by the numbers – Mathletics provides in-
depth reporting that gives insights into the progress 
of classes and individual students, helping you 
assess now and plan for the future. 

 

“The biggest classroom impact I have noticed is 
that students now enjoy maths. Students who are 

below year level now have plenty of opportunities to 
develop those core basic skills in maths, while my 
advanced students are able to excel and explore a 

variety of new topics.” -- Mathletics Teacher 

 

 
 

 
3,000,000+ students 

Over 3 million students 
around the world use 

Mathletics 

 
 

200,000+ teachers 
Over 200 000 teachers 

use Mathletics to 
support their 

mathematics teaching 

 
 

14,000+ schools 
Over 14 000 schools 
house Mathletics for 

their students’ 
mathematics 

learning 

 

 

https://www.netfun.com.hk/mathletics/


 
 
 

 
 
 

  

SIMPLIFIED LESSON PLANNING 

Mathletics makes lesson planning 

simple and saves previous 

teacher-time. Use bench-marking 

assessments, grouping, and 

curriculum-aligned and defined 

activities to quickly map out and 

deliver a lesson plan that meets 

the needs of all students. 

 

 

HUNDREDS OF PROBLEM-
SOLVING AND REASONING 

ACTIVITIES 

Find 700+ Problem-Solving and 

Reasoning activities at your 

fingertips. Built for the Modern 

Learning Environment, Mathletics 

PSR questions challenges 

students to think logically, reason 

critically, and solve creatively. 

 

 

EASY STUDENT PROGRESS 
TRACKING 

Keep track of your students’ 

progress with Mathletics’ data-

driven reports. View the strengths 

and struggles of your whole class, 

by group or individual student, 

providing the insight you need to 

personalise learning and 

communicate learners progress to 

other educators and parents. 

 

PERSONALISED LEARNING 

Mathletics makes it easy for you to 

assign meaningful maths activities 

to classes, groups of students, or 

individual learners. Using 

Mathletics data and targeted task 

assessments, you can deliver the 

right level of challenge to help your 

students develop and experience 

success. 

 

ASSESSMENT PREPARATION 

Use Mathletics curriculum-aligned 

activities to prepare students for 

any assessment. Help them 

master topics through practice and 

fluency, challenge their higher 

order thinking with problem-solving 

and reasoning questions, or bridge 

learning gaps quickly by assigning 

targeted tasks and homework to 

specific students. 

 

ALIGNED TO CURRICULA 
WORLDWIDE 

Mathletics activities are aligned to 

curricula around the world allowing 

you to prepare meaningful lessons 

for your students. Find your 

country, state, region or province, 

and assign tasks to your students 

based on their grade, year, ability 

or band.  

 

WHY TEACHERS LOVE MATHLETICS?


